Year 6 Book List 2017

Textbooks
Maths Plus 6
Sound Waves 6

Other requirements
8       A4 Exercise Books – Yr 6 ruled
2       A4 10mm Quad Ruled Exercise Book
1       Displays Folders
4       Document Wallets
1       Manilla Folder
1       Large plastic zippered mesh multi-purpose Pouch A3 for homework (same as Handy Pouch Large Mesh A4)
30      HB pencils (Columbo, Staedler or Faber-Castell brands (as other brands tend to break on sharpening)
1 pkt   Colouring pencils
1 pkt   Crayons
1 pkt   Felt pens
1 pair Scissors
1       Ruler (30cm wooden approx. 3cm wide)
6       Erasers-soft, large white
1       Sharpener
2       Glue sticks Large
2       Large Box Tissues
2       Large Pencil Cases (one for colours, one for pencils, rubber, scissors etc.)
3       Reams Photocopy paper
1       Clear 180degrees protractor
1       Compass
1       Calculator
1       USB Stick
1set    Ear phones /Headphones (to plug into Computer)

Please NAME all items and send all equipment to school for teachers to collect and store.